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Abstract
This paper studies the problem of programming a robotic panda gardener to keep a bamboo garden
from obstructing the view of the lake by your house.
The garden consists of n bamboo stalks with known daily growth rates and the gardener can cut
at most one bamboo per day. As a computer scientist, you found out that this problem has already
been formalized in [Gąsieniec et al., SOFSEM’17] as the Bamboo Garden Trimming (BGT) problem,
where the goal is that of computing a perpetual schedule (i.e., the sequence of bamboos to cut) for
the robotic gardener to follow in order to minimize the makespan, i.e., the maximum height ever
reached by a bamboo.
Two natural strategies are Reduce-Max and Reduce-Fastest(x). Reduce-Max trims the tallest
bamboo of the day, while Reduce-Fastest(x) trims the fastest growing bamboo among the ones
that are taller than x. It is known that Reduce-Max and Reduce-Fastest(x) achieve a makespan of
O(log n) and 4 for the best choice of x = 2, respectively. We prove the√ first constant upper bound of
9 for Reduce-Max and improve the one for Reduce-Fastest(x) to 3+2 5 < 2.62 for x = 1 + √15 .
Another critical aspect stems from the fact that your robotic gardener has a limited amount
of processing power and memory. It is then important for the algorithm to be able to quickly
determine the next bamboo to cut while requiring at most linear space. We formalize this aspect as
the problem of designing a Trimming Oracle data structure, and we provide three efficient Trimming
Oracles implementing different perpetual schedules, including those produced by Reduce-Max and
Reduce-Fastest(x).
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1

Introduction

You just bought a house by a lake. A bamboo garden grows outside the house and obstructs
the beautiful view of the lake. To solve the problem, you also bought a robotic panda
gardener which, once per day, can instantaneously trim a single bamboo. You have already
measured the growth rate of every bamboo in the garden, and you are now faced with
programming the gardener with a suitable schedule of bamboos to trim in order to keep the
view as clear as possible.
This problem is known as the Bamboo Garden Trimming (BGT) Problem [11] and can
be formalized as follows: the garden contains n bamboos b1 , . . . , bn , where bamboo bi has a
Pn
known daily growth rate of hi > 0, with h1 ≥ . . . ≥ hn and i=1 hi = 1. Initially, the height
of each bamboo is 0, and at the end of each day, the robotic gardener can trim at most one
bamboo to instantaneously reset its height to zero. The height of bamboo bi at the end
of day d ≥ 1 and before the gardener decides which bamboo to trim is equal to (d − d0 )hi ,
where d0 < d is the last day preceding d in which bi was trimmed (if bi was never trimmed
before day d, then d0 = 0). See Figure 1 for an example.
The main task in BGT is to design a perpetual trimming schedule that keeps the tallest
bamboo ever seen in the garden as short as possible. In the literature of scheduling problems,
this maximum height is called makespan.
A simple observation shows that the makespan must be at least 1 for every instance.
Indeed, for any  > 0, a makespan of 1 −  would imply that the daily amount of bamboo
cut from the garden is at most 1 − , while the overall daily growth rate of the garden is 1.
This is a contradiction. Furthermore, there are instances for which the makespan can be
made arbitrarily close to 2. Consider, for example, two bamboos b1 , b2 with daily growth
rates h1 = 1 −  and h2 = , respectively. Clearly, when bamboo b2 must be cut, the height
of b1 becomes at least 2 − 2. This implies that the best makespan one can hope for is 2.
Two natural strategies are known for the BGT problem, namely Reduce-Max and
Reduce-Fastest(x). The former consists of trimming the tallest bamboo at the end of
every day, while the latter cuts the bamboo with fastest growth rate among those having a
height of at least x. Experimental results show that Reduce-Max performs very well in practice as it seems to guarantee a makespan of 2 [2, 10]. However, the best known upper bound
to the makespan is 1 + Hn−1 = Θ(log n), where Hn−1 is the (n − 1)-th harmonic number [5].
Interestingly, this Θ(log n) bound also holds for the adversarial setting in which at every day
an adversary decides how to distribute the unit of growth among all the bamboos. In this
adversarial case such upper bound can be shown to be tight, while understanding whether
Reduce-Max achieves a constant makespan in the non-adversarial setting is a major open
problem [11, 10]. On the other hand, in [11] it is shown that Reduce-Fastest(x) guarantees
a makespan of 4 for x = 2. Furthermore, it is also conjectured that Reduce-Fastest(1)
guarantees a makespan of 2 [10].
In [11], the authors also provide a different algorithm guaranteeing a makespan of 2.
This is obtained by transforming the BGT problem instance into an instance of a related
scheduling problem called Pinwheel Scheduling, by suitably rounding the growth rates of
the bamboos. Then, a perpetual schedule for the Pinwheel Scheduling instance is computed
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Figure 1 (a) The bamboo garden at the end of a day, just before the robotic gardener trims
bamboo b1 . (b) The bamboo garden at the end of the next day, before cutting a bamboo.

using existing algorithms [8, 13]. It turns out that this approach has a problematic aspect
since it isknown that
any perpetual schedule for the Pinwheel Scheduling instance can have
Qn 1 
length Ω
in the worst case.
i=1 hi
The above observation gives rise to the following complexity issue: Can a perpetual
schedule be efficiently implemented in general? Essentially, a solution consists of designing a
trimming oracle, namely a compact data structure that is able to quickly answer to the query
“What is the next bamboo to trim?”.
It is worth noticing that similar problems are discussed in [11], where the authors ask
for the design of trimming oracles that implement known BGT algorithms. For example,
they explicitly leave open the problem of designing an oracle implementing Reduce-Max with
query time of o(n).
Our results. Our contribution is twofold. In Section 2, we provide the following improved
analyses of Reduce-Max and Reduce-Fastest(x):
We show that Reduce-Max achieves a makespan of at most 9. This is the first constant
upper bound for this strategy and shows a separation between the static and the adversarial
setting for which the makespan is known to be Θ(log n).
We show
that, for any x > 1, Reduce-Fastest(x)
guarantees a makespan of at most
n
o
max x +

x2
1
4(x−1) , 2

+x+
√

x2
4(x− 12 )

. For the best choice of x = 1 +

√1 ,
5

this results in a

3+ 5
2

makespan of 1 + φ =
< 2.62, where φ is the golden ratio. Notice also that for x = 2
(the best choice of x according to the analysis of [11]) we obtain an upper bound of 19/6
which improves over the previously known upper bound of 4.
Then, in Section 3, we provide the following trimming oracles:
A trimming oracle implementing Reduce-Max whose query time is O(log2 n) in the worstcase or O(log n) amortized. The size of the oracle is O(n) while the time needed to build
it is O(n log n). This answers the open problem given in [11].
A trimming oracle implementing Reduce-Fastest(x) with O(log n) worst-case query
time. This oracle has linear size and can be built in O(n log n) time.
A trimming oracle guaranteeing a makespan of 2. This oracle uses the rounding strategy
from [11] but it uses a different approach to compute a perpetual schedule. Our oracle
answers queries in O(log n) amortized time, requires O(n) space, and can be built in
O(n log n) time.
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This result favorably compares with the existing oracles achieving makespan 2 implicitly
obtained when the reduction of [11] is combined with the results in [13, 8] for the Pinwheel
Scheduling problem. Indeed, once the instance G of BGT has been transformed into an
instance P of Pinwheel Scheduling, any oracle implementing a feasible schedule for P is
an oracle for G with makespan 2. In [13], the authors show how to compute a schedule
Qn
for P of length L = Ω( i=1 h1i ), which results in an oracle with exponential building
time and constant query time. In [8], an oracle having query time of O(1) is claimed, but
attaining such a complexity requires the use of Θ(n) parallel processors and the ability
to perform arithmetic operations modulo L (whose binary representation may need Ω(n)
bits) in constant time.
An interactive implementation of our Trimming Oracles described above is available at
https://www.isnphard.com/g/bamboo-garden-trimming/.

Other related work. The BGT problem has been introduced in [11]. Besides the aforementioned results, this paper also provides an algorithm achieving a makespan better than
2 for a subclass of instances with balanced growth rates; informally, an instance is said to
be balanced if at least a constant fraction of the overall daily growth is due to bamboos
b2 , . . . , bn . The authors also introduce a generalization of the problem, named Continuous
BGT, where each bamboo bi grows continuously at a rate of hi per unit of time and is located
in a point of a metric space. The gardener can instantaneously cut a bamboo that lies in its
same location, but needs to move from one bamboo to the next at a constant speed. Notice
that this is a generalization of BGT problem since one can consider the trivial metric in
which all distances are 1 (and it is never convenient for the gardener to remain in the same
location).
Another generalization of the BGT problem called cup game can be equivalently formulated as follows: each day the gardener can reduce the height of a bamboo by up to 1 + 
units, for some constant parameter  ≥ 0. If the growth rates can change each day and an
adversary distributes the daily unit of growth among the bamboos, then a (tight) makespan
of O(log n) can still be achieved. If the gardener’s algorithm is randomized and the adversary
is oblivious, i.e., it is aware of gardener’s algorithm but does not know the random bits
or the previously trimmed bamboos, then the makespan is O(m) with probability at least
m
1 − O(2−2 ), i.e., it is O(log log n) with high probability [4]. The generalization of the cup
game with multiple gardeners has been also addressed in [4, 15].
As we already mentioned, a problem closely related to BGT is the Pinwheel Scheduling
problem that received a lot of attention in the literature [7, 8, 13, 14, 16, 19].
The BGT problem and its generalizations also appeared in a variety of other applications,
ranging from deamortization, to buffer management in network switches, to quality of service
in real-time scheduling (see, e.g., [3, 12, 1] and the references therein).

2

New bounds on the makespan of known BGT algorithms

In this section we provide an improved analysis on the makespan guaranteed by the
Reduce-Fastest(x) strategy and the first analysis that upper bounds the makespan of
Reduce-Max by a constant. In the rest of this section, we say that a bamboo bi is trimmed
at day d to specify that the schedule computed using the heuristic chooses bi as the bamboo
that has to be trimmed at the end of day d.
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The analysis for Reduce-Max

Here we analyze the heuristic Reduce-Max, that consists in trimming the tallest bamboo at
the end of each day (ties are broken arbitrarily).
I Theorem 1. Reduce-Max guarantees a makespan of 9.
Proof. We partition the bamboos into groups, that we call levels, according to their daily
1
growth rates. More precisely, we say that bamboo bi is of level j ≥ 1 if 21j ≤ hi < 2j−1
. Let
K be the level of bamboo bn and, for every j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ K, let Lj denote the set of all
the bamboos of level j.
For every 1 ≤ j ≤ K, let σ(j) be the maximum height ever reached by any bamboo of
level k ≥ j, with σ(K + 1) = 0 by definition. In order to bound the makespan, it suffices to
bound σ(1). Rather than doing this directly, we will instead show that for 1 ≤ j ≤ K, we
have
j
n
o
X
|Lk |
.
σ(j) ≤ max 3, σ(j + 1) + 3
2j

(1)

k=1

Let q ≤ K be the level with n
lowest indexosuch that σ(q) ≤ 3 (if there is no such index, q = K).
For any j < q it holds max 3, σ(j + 1) = σ(j + 1). As a consequence, the makespan is at
most
j
q
j
K X
X
X
X
|Lk |
|Lk |
≤3+3
.
σ(1) ≤ 3 +
3
j
2
2j
j=1
j=1

(2)

k=1

k=1

PK
If bamboo bi is of level s, then the bamboo stalk contributes j=s 21j < 22s ≤ 2hi to the sum
Pn
in (2). As i=1 hi = 1 by definition, it follows that the makespan is bounded by
σ(1) ≤ 3 + 3

j
K X
X
|Lk |
j=1 k=1

2j

≤3+6

n
X

hi = 9.

i=1

We now complete the proof by proving (1), which compares σ(j) and σ(j + 1) for all j.
Suppose that bamboo bi has level j, and that at the end of day d1 bamboo bi achieves the
maximum height ever reached by any bamboo of level j. Let d0 < d1 be the largest-numbered
day prior to d1 at the end of which either (a) a bamboo b` with level greater than j was
trimmed, or (b) a bamboo b` with height less than 3 was trimmed. Because the Reduce-Max
algorithm always trims the tallest bamboo, the height of bi at the end of day d0 is at most
the height of b` at the end of day d0 , right before b` is trimmed. It follows that the height of
bi at the end of day d1 , right before bi is trimmed, is at most hi (d1 − d0 ) greater than the
height of b` at the end of day d0 , right before b` is trimmed. Since the height of b` at the
end of day d0 is at most max{3, σ(j + 1)}, it follows that
σ(j) ≤ max{3, σ(j + 1)} + hi (d1 − d0 ) < max{3, σ(j + 1)} +

2
(d1 − d0 ),
2j

(3)

1
where in the last inequality we use the fact that hi < 2j−1
. Now, in order to prove (1), it
P
j
3
suffices to show that d1 − d0 ≤ 2 k=1 |Lk |. By the definition of d0 , at any day t ∈ [d0 + 1, d1 ]
a bamboo of height at least 3 and with level equal or smaller than j is trimmed. We call a
cut at day t ∈ [d0 + 1, d1 ] a repeated cut if, at day t, a bamboo that was already trimmed
at any day in [d0 + 1, t − 1] is trimmed again, and a first cut otherwise. Note that each
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repeated cut trims a bamboo whose growth occurred entirely during days [d0 + 1, t − 1] and
that the total growth of the forest in the interval interval [d0 + 1, d1 ] is d1 − d0 . It means
that at most 13 of the cuts at day t ∈ [d0 + 1, d1 ] can be repeated cuts, since at the end of
each of these days a bamboo of height at least 3 is trimmed. On the other hand, the number
of first cuts is bounded by the number of distinct bamboos with levels less or equal to j,
Pj
i.e., by k=1 |Lk |. It follows that the number of days in the window [d0 + 1, d1 ] satisfies
Pj
Pj
d1 − d0 ≤ 13 (d1 − d0 ) + k=1 |Lk |, and thus d1 − d0 ≤ 32 k=1 |Lk | as desired.
J

2.2

The analysis for Reduce-Fastest(x)

Here we provide an improved analysis of the makespan achieved by the Reduce-Fastest(x)
strategy. The heuristic Reduce-Fastest(x) consists in trimming, at the end of each day, the
bamboo with the fastest daily growth rate among those that have reached a height of at
least x (ties are broken in favour of the bamboo with the smallest index).
I Theorem 2. The makespan
of Reduce-Fastest(x),
o for a constant x such that x > 1, is
n
1
x2
x2
upper bounded by max x + 4(x−1) , 2 + x + 4(x− 1 ) .
2

Proof. Let M be the makespan of Reduce-Fastest(x) and let bi be one of the bamboos
such that the maximum height reached by bi is exactly M . Let [d0 , d1 ] be an interval of
days such that bi reaches the makespan in d1 and d0 is the last day in which bi was trimmed
before d1 (d0 may also be equal to 0). Let δ the first day in [d0 , d1 ] such that the height of bi
is at least x. For sake of simplicity we rename the interval [δ, d1 ] as [0, T ], with T = d1 − δ.
Let N be the number of distinct bamboos that are trimmed in [0, T − 1].
We now give some definitions. Let the volume V of the garden be the overall growth of
Pn
the bamboo in the days of the interval [0, T − 1]. Since the garden grows by i=1 hi = 1 per
day, we have V = T . Consider the cut of a bamboo bj on day d ∈ [0, T − 1]. If bj was cut at
least once in [0, d − 1] we say that the cut is a repeated cut otherwise we will say that the
cut is a first cut. The act of cutting bamboo bj on a day d ∈ [0, T − 1] with a repeated cut
removes an amount of volume that is equal to (d − d0 )hj , where d0 is the last day of [0, d − 1]
in which bj has been cut, if this is a repeated cut, and d0 = 0 if this is a first cut. Finally,
the leftover volume of a bamboo bj is the overall growth of bj that happened during interval
[0, T − 1] and has not been cut by the end of day T − 1.
We will now bound the amount V 0 of volume V that is removed by repeated cuts in the
interval [0, T − 1]. Notice that, for each bamboo bj that is cut in the interval [0, T − 1], it
holds that hj ≥ hi . If bj is cut for its first time at day d (among the days in [0, T − 1]),
then the removed volume will be at least (d + 1)hj ≥ (d + 1)hi . Therefore, after all the N
bamboos of the interval [0, T − 1] have been cut at least once, the amount of volume removed
PN
by first cuts will be at least j=i jhi = N (N2+1) · hi , since at most one bamboo is cut per day.
Moreover, if bj is cut for its last time at day T − 1 − d (among the days in [0, T − 1]), bj will
have a height of dhi at the end of day T − 1. Finally, bamboo hi is never cut in the interval
[0, T − 1] and hence during the interval [0, T − 1] it grows by exactly T hi . This means that
PN
the overall leftover volume will be at least j=1 (j − 1)hi + T hi = N (N2−1) · hi + T hi .
We can then write


N (N + 1) N (N − 1)
0
V ≤V −
+
· hi − T hi = V − N 2 hi − T hi = T (1 − hi ) − N 2 hi ,
2
2
where the last equality follows from V = T .
Since in [0, T − 1] the bamboo bi has height at least x, each repeated cut removes at
least x units of volume from V 0 . Therefore, the number N 0 of repeated cuts is at most
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V0
x


≤ T (1 − hi ) − N 2 hi /x. We now use this upper bound on N 0 to derive an upper bound
to the time T :
T (1 − hi ) − N 2 hi
T = N + N0 ≤ N +
.
x
For T 0 (N ) = (N x − N 2 hi )/(hi + x − 1), the above formula implies T ≤ T 0 (N ). If we fix
hi and x, T 0 (N ) is a concave downward parabola that attains its maximum in its vertex at
N = x/2hi . Thus:
0

T ≤ T (x/2hi ) ≤

x2
2hi

−

x2
4hi

hi + x − 1

=

x2
.
4hi (hi + x − 1)

Using this upper bound to T we now bound the overall growth of the bamboo bi , i.e., the
makespan M . At day d = 0, bi has height at most x + hi by our choice of δ, and in the next
T days it grows by T hi . Hence:
M ≤ x + hi + T hi < x + hi +
Let M 0 (hi ) = x + hi +

x2
4(hi +x−1) .

x2
.
4(hi + x − 1)

(4)

The derivative w.r.t. hi of the above formula is

∂M 0
4(hi + x − 1)2 − x2
(x + 2hi − 2)(3x + 2hi − 2)
= 1 − x2 /4(hi + x − 1)2 =
=
.
∂hi
4(hi + x − 1)2
4(hi + x − 1)2
The denominator is always positive, and the numerator is a concave upward parabola having
its two roots at hi = 1 − 3x/2 and at hi = 1 − x/2. Let us briefly restrict ourselves to the
case hi ≤ 12 and notice that, since x > 1, the first root is always negative, while the second
root is always smaller than 12 . It follows that the maximum of M 0 (hi ) is attained either at
hi = 0 or at hi = 21 . Substituting in Equation 4 we get:


x2
1
x2
M ≤ max x +
,x + +
4(x − 1)
2 4(x − 12 )
As far as the case hi > 12 is concerned, notice that it implies i = 1 (since if i ≥ 2 we
Pn
would have the contradiction i=1 hi > 21 · i = 1) and hence bamboo b1 is trimmed as soon
as its height reaches at least x. The makespan M must then be less than x + h1 < x + 1,
x2
which is always smaller than x + 12 + 4(x−
> x + 12 + 12 .
J
1
)
2

I Corollary 3. The makespan of Reduce-Fastest(2) is at most 19/6 and the makespan of
Reduce-Fastest(1 + √15 ) is at most 1 + φ < 2.62, where φ is the golden ratio.

3

Trimming oracles

This section is devoted to the design of trimming oracles. More precisely, we first design two
trimming oracles that implement Reduce-Fastest(x) and Reduce-Max, respectively. The
trimming oracle that implements Reduce-Fastest(x) has a O(log n) worst-case query time,
uses linear size and can be built in O(n log n) time. The trimming oracle that implements
Reduce-Max has a O(log2 n) worst-case query time or a O(log n) amortized query time, uses
linear space, and can be built in O(n log n) time. We conclude this section by designing
a novel trimming oracle that guarantees a makespan of 2 and has a O(log n) amortized
query time. The oracle uses linear size and can be built in O(n log n) time. For technical
convenience, in this section we index days starting from 0, so that at the end of day 0 the
gardener can already trim the first bamboo.
An interactive implementation of the Trimming Oracles described in this section is
available at https://www.isnphard.com/g/bamboo-garden-trimming/.
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3.1

A Trimming Oracle implementing Reduce-Fastest(x)

We now describe our trimming oracle implementing Reduce-Fastest(x). The idea is to keep
track, for each bamboo bi , of the next day di at which bi will be at least as tall as x. When
a query at a generic day D is performed, we will then return the bamboo bi with minimum
index i among the ones for which di ≥ D.
To this aim we will make use of a priority search tree [17] data structure T to dynamically
maintain a collection P = {(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), . . . } of 2D points with distinct y coordinates in
{1, . . . , n} under insertions and deletions while supporting the following queries:
MinYInXRange(T, x0 ): report the minimum y-coordinate among those of the points (xi , yi )
for which xi ≤ x0 , if any.
GetX(T, y): report the x-coordinate xi of the (at most one) point (xi , yi ) for which yi = y,
if any.
All of the above operations on T require time O(log |P |), as long as all coordinates and
query parameters fit in O(1) words of memory.1
In our case, the points (xi , yi ) will be the pairs (di , i) for i = 1, . . . , n. In such a way, a
MinYInXRange query with x0 = D will return exactly the index i of the bamboo bi to be
cut at the end of day D, if any. After cutting bi , we update T to account for the new day at
which the height bi will be at least x, i.e., we replace the old point (di , i) with (D + dx/hi e, i).
Unfortunately, since the trimming oracle is ought to be used perpetually, (the representations
of) both di and D will eventually require more than a constant number of memory words.
We solve this problem by dividing the days into contiguous intervals I0 , I1 , . . . of n days
each, where Ij = [nj, nj + 1, . . . , n(j + 1) − 1], and by using two priority search trees T1 and
T2 that are associated with the current and the next interval, respectively. This allows us to
measure days from the start of the current interval Ij , i.e., if D = nj + δ ∈ Ij , then we only
need to keep track of δ ∈ [0, . . . , n − 1]. In place of (di , i), we store the point (δi , i) in T1 ,
where δi = di − nj. In this way, the previous query with x0 = D will now correspond to a
query with x0 = δ.
Finally, we also ensure that at the end of the generic day D = nj + δ, T2 contains the
point (δi0 , i) for each di = n(j + 1) + δ 0 and i = 1, . . . , δ + 1. This allows us to swap T2 for T1
when interval Ij ends.
Since bamboo bi reaches height x exactly dx/hi e days after being cut, it follows that the
largest x-coordinate ever stored in T1 or T2 is at most n + x/hn and we can then support
MinYInXRange queries in O(log(n)) time (where we are assuming that x, hn and thus x/hn
fit in a constant number of memory words).
The pseudocode of our trimming oracle is as given in Algorithm 1. The procedure Query()
is intended to be run every day. Consider a generic day δ of the current interval Ij . At this
time, T1 correctly encodes all the days at which the bamboos reached, or will reach, height at
least x when measured from the starting day of the current interval (i.e., from day nj), and
after all the cuts of the previous days have already been performed.2 The same information
concerning bamboos b1 , . . . , bδ is replicated in T2 with respect to the starting time of the
next interval (i.e., (n + 1)j). The procedure Query() accomplishes two tasks: (1) it computes

1
2

While this query is not described in [17], it can be easily implemented in O(log |P |) time using a
dictionary and the fact that y-coordinates are distinct.
Actually, if a bamboo bi reached height x before the beginning of the considered interval, we will store
the point (0, i) in place of (δi , i) with δi < 0. This still encodes the fact that it is possible to trim bi
from the very fist day of the interval and prevents δi from becoming arbitrarily small.
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Figure 2 An example of the points contained in the priority search trees T1 and T2 for an instance
with 6 bamboos at the end of day δ = 4 of a generic interval Ij . We labeled the y-coordinate i with
bi since the unique point (di , i) having y-coordinate i represents the day at which bi reached/will
reach a height of at least x. Notice that the points corresponding to bamboos b1 , b2 , b3 , and b4 are
already updated in T2 , while b5 and b6 (shown in gray) will be updated by the days δ = 5 and δ = 6,
respectively. At the end of day δ = 6, all the points in T2 are updated and T1 can be safely swapped
with T2 .

the bamboo bi to cut at the end of day δ of the current interval (if any) and it updates the
data structures T1 and T2 to account for the new height of bi ; (2) it updates the information
concerning bδ+1 in T2 . See Figure 2 for an example.
The following theorem summarizes the performances of our trimming oracle.
I Theorem 4. There is a Trimming Oracle implementing Reduce-Fastest(x) that uses
O(n) space, can be built in O(n log n) time, and can report the next bamboo to trim in O(log n)
worst-case time.

3.2

A Trimming Oracle implementing Reduce-Max

The idea is to maintain collection L of n lines `1 , . . . , `n in which `i (d) = hi d + ci is associated
with bamboo bi and represents its height at the end of day d. Initially ci = hi .
Determining the bamboo bi to trim at a generic day d then corresponds to finding the
index i that maximizes `i (d). After bamboo bi , previously of height H, has been cut, `i
needs to be updated to reflect the fact that bi has height 0 at time d, which corresponds to
decreasing ci by H.
The upper envelope UL of L is a function defined as UL (d) = max`∈L `(d). We make use
of an upper envelope data structure U that is able to maintain L under insertions, deletions
and lookups of named lines and supports the following query operation:
Upper(U, d) return a line ` ∈ L for which `(d) = UL (d).
Unfortunately, the trivial implementation of the trimming oracle suggested by the
above description encounters similar problems as the ones discussed in Section 3.1 for
Reduce-Fastest(x): the current day d and the coefficients ci will grow indefinitely, thus
affecting the computational complexity.
Once again, we solve this problem by using two copies U1 , U2 of the previous upper
envelope data structure and by dividing the days into intervals I1 , I2 , . . . with Ij = [nj, nj +
1, . . . , n(j + 1) − 1]. At the beginning of the current day D = nj + δ ∈ Ij , U1 will contain all
lines `1 , . . . , `n and the value of each `i (δ) will be exactly the height of bi . Moreover, at the
end of day D (i.e., after the highest bamboo of day D has been trimmed), U2 will contain a
line `0i for each i ≤ δ + 1 such that `0i (δ 0 ) with δ 0 ∈ [0, n − 1] is exactly the height reached by
bi on day n(j + 1) + δ 0 if it is not trimmed on days nj + δ + 1, . . . , n(j + 1) + δ 0 − 1. This
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Algorithm 1 Trimming Oracle for Reduce-Fastest(x).
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17

Function Build():
δ ← 0;
T1 , T2 ← Pointers to two empty priority search trees;
h1 , . . . , hn ← Sort the growth rates of the n bamboo in nonincreasing order;
for i = 1 . . . , n do
Insert(T1 , (dx/hi e − 1, i))
Function Update(T, δi , i):
δi0 ← GetX(T, i);
if δi0 exists then Delete((δi0 , i));
Insert(T, (max{0, δi }, i));
Function Query():
// Cut fastest bamboo bi that reached height x by day δ
i ← MinYInXRange(T1 , δ);
if i exists then
Update(T1 , δ + dx/hi e, i) ;
Update(T2 , δ + dx/hi e − n, i) ;
// Make sure that bamboo bδ+1 is updated in T2
δδ+1 ← GetX(T1 , δ + 1);
Update(T2 , δδ+1 − n, δ + 1)

19

// Move to the next day and possibly to the next interval
δ ← (δ + 1) mod n;
if δ = 0 then Swap T1 and T2 ;

20

if i exists then return “Trim bamboo bi ” else return “Do nothing”;

18

means that at the end of day nj + (n − 1), U2 correctly describes the heights of all bamboos
in the next interval Ij+1 as a function of δ 0 , and we can safely swap U1 with U2 . See Figure 3
for an example.
The pseudocode of our trimming oracle is given in Algorithm 2. A technicality concerns
the initial construction of the set of lines in U1 . Notice that this is not handled by the Build()
function, but we iteratively add `1 , . . . , `n during the first n calls to Query() (i.e., during the
days of interval I0 ). We can safely do this since the Reduce-Max strategy ensures that at
time D ∈ I0 only bamboos in {b1 , . . . , bD+1 } can conceivably be trimmed. This is handled
by the test of line 9, which is only true for D ∈ I0 and will impact our amortized bounds, as
noted below.
The performances of our trimming oracle depend on the specific implementation of the
upper envelope data structure use. In [18], such a data structure guaranteeing a worst-case
time of O(log2 n) per operation is given, while a better amortized bound of O(log n) per
operation was obtained in [6].3 Moreover, from Theorem 1 we know that the makespan of
Reduce-Max is at most constant, implying that the maximum absolute value of a generic
coefficient ci is at most O(nhi ) = O(n).

3

Actually, the authors of [18] and [6] design a dynamic data structure to maintain the convex hull of a
set of points in the plane. As explained in [6], point-line duality can be used to convert such a structure
into one maintaining the upper envelope of a set of linear functions.
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Figure 3 An example of the points contained in U1 and U2 for an instance with 3 bamboos, at
the beginning of day 2 of a generic interval Ij (a), at the end of day 2 of Ij but before moving to
Ij+1 (b), at beginning of day 0 of Ij+1 (c), and at the beginning of day 1 of Ij+1 (d).

The following theorem summarizes the time complexity of our trimming oracle.4
I Theorem 5. There is a Trimming Oracle implementing Reduce-Max that uses O(n) space,
can be built in O(n log n) time, and can report the next bamboo to trim in O(log2 n) worst-case
time, or O(log n) amortized time.

3.3

A Trimming Oracle achieving makespan 2

We now design a Trimming Oracle implementing a perpetual schedule that achieves a
makespan of at most 2.
We start by rounding the rates h1 , . . . , hn down to the previous power of 12 as in [11],
i.e., we set h0i = 2blog2 hi c . We will then provide a perpetual schedule for the rounded
instance achieving makespan at most 1 w.r.t. the new rates h01 , . . . , h02 . Since hi ≤ 2h0i , this
immediately results in a schedule having makespan at most 2 in the original instance.
Henceforth we assume the input instance is already such that each hi is a power of
Pn
Pn
1
.
Moreover,
we will also assume that i=1 hi = 1. Indeed, if i=1 hi < 1 then we can
2
artificially increase some of the growth rates to meet this condition. Clearly, any schedule
achieving makespan of most 1 for the transformed instance, also achieves makespan at most
1 in the non-transformed instance.
We transform the instance as follows: we iteratively consider
the bamboos
in nonincreasing


P
log

1−

h

j
j6=i
order of rates; when bi is considered we update hi to 2 2
, i.e., to the highest
1
rate that is a power of 2 and still ensures that the sum of the growth rates is at most 1.
Pn
One can easily check that the above procedure yields an instance for which i=1 hi = 1, as
Pn
Pn
otherwise i=1 hi < 1 and 1 − i=1 hi ≥ hn , which is a contradiction since hn would have
been increased to 2hn . This requires O(n log n) time.

4

Due to lines 9 and 10, the complexity of a query operation is only amortized over the running time of
previous queries.
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Algorithm 2 Trimming Oracle for Reduce-Max.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12
13

14
15

Function Build():
δ ← 0;
T1 , T2 ← Pointers to two empty upper envelope data structures;
h1 , . . . , hn ← Sort the growth rates of the n bamboo in nonincreasing order;
Function Update(U, i, c):
Delete(U, `i );
Insert(U, `i (d) = hi d + c);
Function Query():
// Ensure that the line `δ+1 corresponding to bamboo bδ+1 is in U1
if there is no line named `δ+1 in U1 then
Insert(U1 , `δ+1 (d) = hδ+1 d + hδ+1 );
// Cut highest bamboo bi at day δ
`i (d) = hi d + ci ← Upper(δ);
Update(U1 , i, −δhi );
Update(U2 , i, (n − δ)hi );
// Ensure that the line `δ+1 corresponding to bamboo bδ+1 is updated in U2
Let `δ+1 (d) = hδ+1 d + cδ+1 be the line named `δ+1 in U1 ;
Update(U2 , δ + 1, nhδ+1 + cδ+1 );

17

// Move to the next day and possibly to the next interval
δ ← (δ + 1) mod n;
if δ = 0 then Swap U1 and U2 ;

18

return “Trim bamboo bi ”;

16

In the rest of this section, we will design Trimming Oracles achieving a makespan of at
Pn
most 1 for instances where all hi s are powers of 21 and i=1 hi = 1.

A Trimming Oracle for regular instances
Let us start by considering an even smaller subset of the former instances, namely the ones
in which bi has a growth rate of hi = 2−i , for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, and hn = hn−1 = 2−n+1 . For
the sake of brevity we say that these instances are regular.5
It turns out that a schedule for regular instances can be easily obtained by exploiting a
connection between the index i of bamboo bi to be cut at a generic day D and the position
of the least significant 0 in the last n − 1 bits in the binary representation of D.
The schedule is as follows: if the last 0 in the binary representation of D appears in the
i-th least significant bit, with i < n, then bi is to be cut at the end of day D. Otherwise, if
the n − 1 least significant bits of D are all 1, bamboo bn is cut at day D.
In this way, the maximum number of days that elapses between any two consecutive cuts
of bamboo bi with i < n is Mi = 2i , while bn is cut every Mn = 2n−1 days. It is then easy
to see that, for each bamboo bi , hi · Mi = 1, thus showing that the resulting makespan is 1
as desired (and this is tight since, in any schedule with bounded makespan, b1 grows for at
least 2 consecutive days). See Figure 4 for an example with n = 5.

5

Notice that, in any regular instance, the grow rates of the bamboos are completely specified by the
number n.
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Perpetual schedule: b1 , b2 , b1 , b3 , b1 , b2 , b1 , b4 , b1 , b2 , b1 , b3 , b1 , b2 , b1 , b5 . . .
Figure 4 A perpetual schedule of a regular instance with 5 bamboos.

This above relation immediately suggests the implementation of a Trimming Oracle that
maintains the binary representation of D mod 2n−1 . Since it is well known that a binary
counter with n bits can be incremented in O(1) amortized time [9, pp. 454–455], we can
state the following:
I Lemma 6. For the special case regular instances, there is a Trimming Oracle that uses
O(n) space, can be built in O(n) time, can be queried to report the next bamboo to cut in
O(1) amortized time, and achieves makespan 1.

A Trimming Oracle for non-regular instances
Here we show how to design a Trimming Oracle for non-regular instances by iteratively
transforming them into suitable regular instances. We will refer to the bamboos b1 , . . . , bn as
real bamboos and will introduce the notion of virtual bamboos.
A virtual bamboo v represents a collection of (either real or virtual) bamboos whose
growth rates yield a regular instance when suitably scaled by a common factor. The growth
rate of v will be equal to the sum of the growth rates of the bamboos in its collection.
To see why this concept is useful, consider an example instance I with 6 bamboos b1 , . . . , b6
1
1
with rates h1 = 12 , h2 = 18 , h3 = 18 , h4 = 18 , h5 = 16
, h6 = 16
. If we replace h4 , h5 , and h6
1
1
1
with a virtual bamboo v with growth rate h = 8 + 16 + 16 = 14 we obtain the related regular
instance I 0 in which the bamboos b1 , v, b2 , b3 have growth rates 12 , 14 , 18 , and 18 , respectively.
Notice also that the collection of bamboos associated with v is a regular instance Iv once all
the rates are multiplied by h1 = 4. We can now build two Trimming Oracles O0 and Ov for
I 0 and Iv , respectively, by using Lemma 6. It turns out that O0 and Ov together allow us to
build an oracle Or for I as well, which can be represented as a tree (See Figure 5). In general,
our oracles O will consist of a tree TO whose leaves are the real bamboos b1 , . . . , bn of the
input instance and in which each internal vertex u serves two purposes: (i) it represents
a virtual bamboo whose associated collection C contains the bamboos associated to the
children of u; and (ii) it serves as a Trimming Oracle Ou over the bamboos in C.6 In order
to query O we proceed as follows: initially we start with a pointer p to the root r of TO ;
then, we iteratively check whether p points to a leaf ` or to an internal vertex u. In the
former case, we trim the real bamboo associated with `, otherwise we query the Trimming
Oracle Ou associated with u and we move p to the child of u corresponding to the (virtual
or real) bamboo returned by the query on Ou . Since all queries on internal vertices can be
performed in O(1) amortized time (see Lemma 6), the amortized time required to query O is
proportional to the height of TO . See Figure 5 for the schedule associated to our example
instance I.
6

The root of TO can be seen as a virtual bamboo with a growth rate of 1.
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TO

r

1
Schedule for Or : b1 , v, b1 , b2 , b1 , v, b1 , b3 ,. . .

1
2
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1
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1
4

v
b5

1
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1
8
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1
16

b3

1
8

Schedule for Ov : b4 , b5 , b4 , b6 ,. . .
Schedule for O: b1 , b4 , b1 , b2 , b1 , b5 , b1 , b3 , b1 , b4 , b1 , b2 , b1 , b6 , b1 , b3 ,. . .

Figure 5 The tree TO of the Trimming Oracle O for the instance with 6 bamboos b1 , . . . , b6 with
1
1
rates h1 = 12 , h2 = 18 , h3 = 18 , h4 = 18 , h5 = 16
, and h6 = 16
. Bamboos b4 , b5 , and b6 have been
replaced by a virtual bamboo v (and a corresponding oracle Ov ) with a virtual growth rate of 14 .
The root r represents both a virtual bamboo with growing rate 1 and the corresponding Trimming
Oracle Or for the regular instance consisting of b1 , v, b2 , and b3 .

Before showing how to build the tree TO of our Trimming Oracle O, we prove that the
perpetual schedule obtained by querying O achieves a makespan of at most 1. At any point
in time, we say that the virtual height of a virtual bamboo v representing a collection C of
(real or virtual) bamboos is the maximum over the (real or virtual) heights of the bamboos
in C. The bound on the makespan follows by instantiating the following Lemma with b = r
and h = 1, and by noticing that: (i) the root r of TO is scheduled every day, and (ii) that
the maximum virtual height of r is exactly the makespan.
I Lemma 7. Let b be a (real or virtual) bamboo with growth rate h. If b is scheduled at least
once every h1 days, then the maximum (real or virtual) height ever reached by b will be at
most 1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number η of nodes in the subtree rooted at the
vertex representing b in TO .
If η = 1 then b is a real bamboo and the claim is trivially true since the maximum height
reached by b can be at most h · h1 = 1.
Suppose then that η ≥ 2 and that the claim holds up to η − 1. Bamboo b must be a
virtual bamboo representing some set C = {b01 , b02 , . . . , b0k } of (real or virtual) bamboos which
appear as children of b in TO and are such that: (i) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1, b0i has a growth rate
of h0i = h/2i , and (ii) b0k has a growth rate of h0k = h/2k−1 .
Virtual bamboo b schedules the bamboos in C by using the oracle Ov of Lemma 6, on
the regular instance obtained by changing the rate of bamboo b0i from h0i to h00i = h0i /h.
Let di (resp. d0i ) be the maximum number of days between any two consecutive cuts of
bamboo b0i according to to the schedule produced by O (resp. Ov ). We know that d0i · h00i ≤ 1
(as otherwise the schedule of Ov would result in makespan larger than 1 on a regular instance,
contradicting Lemma 6), i.e., d0i ≤ h100 . Since, b is scheduled at least every 1/h days by
i

1
h
1
hypothesis, we have that di ≤ h·h
00 = h·h0 = h0 and hence, by inductive hypothesis, the
i
i
i
maximum height reached by b0i will be at most 1.
J

We now describe an algorithm that constructs a tree TO of logarithmic height.
The algorithm employs a collection of sets S0 , S1 , . . . , where initially S0 = {b1 , . . . , bn }
contains all the real bamboos of our input instance, and Si with i > 0 is obtained from
Si−1 by performing suitable merge operations over the bamboos in Si−1 . A merge operation
on a collection C ⊆ Si−1 of bamboos, whose growth rates yield a regular instance when
multiplied by some common factor, consists of: updating Si−1 to Si−1 \ C, creating a new
virtual bamboo v representing C, and adding v to Si .
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The algorithm works in phases. At the generic phase i = 1, 2, . . . , it iteratively: (1) looks
for a bamboo b with the largest growth rate that can be involved in a merge operation and
(2) perform a merge operation on a maximal set C ⊆ Si−1 among the ones that contain b
(and on which a merge operation can be performed). The procedure is then repeated from
step (1) until no suitable bamboo b exists anymore. At this point we name Ri−1 the current
set Si−1 , we add to Si all the bamboos in Ri−1 , and we proceed to the next phase. The
algorithm terminates whenever the set Si constructed at the end of a phase contains a single
virtual bamboo r (of rate 1).
The sequence of merge operations implicitly defines a bottom-up construction of the
tree TO , where every merge operation creates a new internal vertex associated with its
corresponding virtual bamboo. The root of TO is r and the height of TO coincides with the
number of phases of the algorithm.
I Lemma 8. The algorithm terminates after at most O(log n) phases.
Proof. We first prove that the algorithm must eventually terminate. This is a direct
consequence of the fact that, at the beginning of any phase i, every set Si−1 containing 2 or
more bamboos, admits at least one merge operation. Indeed, since merge operations preserve
the sum of the growth rates, the overall sum of the rates of the bamboos in Si−1 must be 1.
Consider now a bamboo b ∈ Si−1 having the lowest growth rate h. Since all rates are powers
of 12 and must sum to 1, there must be at least one other bamboo b0 ∈ Si−1 \ {b} having rate
h, implying that merge operation can be performed on C = {b, b0 }.
It remains to bound the number of phases. We prove by induction on i that any internal
vertex/virtual bamboo v of TO created at phase i has at least 2i leaves as descendants. The
base case i = 1 is trivial since the merge operation that created v must have involved at least
2 real bamboos.
Consider now the case i ≥ 2. We will show that v was created by a merge operation on a
collection C containing at least 2 bamboos v 0 , v 00 that were, in turn, created during phase
i − 1. Hence, by inductive hypothesis, the number of leaves that are descendants of v is the
sum of the number of leaves that are descendants of v 0 and v 00 , respectively, i.e., it is at least
2i−1 + 2i−1 = 2i .
Let C ⊆ Si−1 be the set of bamboos used in the merge operation that created v, and let h
be the smallest growth rate among the ones of the bamboos in C. Notice that, by definition
of merge operation, there must be 2 distinct bamboos v 0 , v 00 with rate h in C. We will now
show that v 0 and v 00 were created during phase i − 1. We proceed by contradiction. If neither
of v 0 and v 00 were created in phase of i − 1, then {v 0 , v 00 } ⊆ Ri−2 which is impossible since
{v 0 , v 00 } would have been a feasible merge operation in phase i − 2. Assume then that v 0 was
not created in phase i − 1, while v 00 was created in phase i − 1, w.l.o.g. Then, v 0 ∈ Ri−2 ,
while v 00 was obtained from a merge operation on a set C 0 ⊆ Si−2 performed in phase i − 1.
Since the growth rate of v 00 is h, the fastest growth rate among the ones of the bamboos
in C 0 must be h/2. Hence, the set C 00 = {v 0 } ∪ C 0 was a feasible merge operation in phase
i − 1 when v 00 was created. This is a contradiction since C 0 ⊂ C 00 was not a maximal set, as
required by the algorithm.
J
Next Lemma bounds the computational complexity of constructing our oracle.
I Lemma 9. The Trimming Oracle O can be built in O(n log n) time.
Proof. It suffices to prove that every phase i of our algorithm can be implemented in O(n)
time, since from Lemma 8 the number of phases is O(log n).
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We maintain the set Si−1 as a doubly linked list Li−1 in which each node ` is associated
with a distinct growth rate h` attained by at least one bamboo in Si−1 and stores the set
H(`) of bamboos of Si−1 with grow rate h` . Nodes appear in decreasing order of h` . The
very first list L0 can be constructed in O(n log n) time by sorting the growth rates of the
bamboos in S0 . We now show how to build Li in O(n) time.
The idea is to iteratively find two nodes `1 , `2 of Li−1 such that: (i) `2 is not the head
of Li−1 and appears not earlier than `1 ; (ii) if `1 is not the head of Li−1 , then selecting
one bamboo from the set H(`) of each node ` that appears before the predecessor `01 of `1 ,
and two bamboos from the set H(`01 ) yields the (maximal) set C corresponding the merge
operation that algorithm performs; and (iii) all the bamboos in the sets H(`) of the nodes
` that appear not earlier than `1 and before `2 in Li−1 will not participate in any merge
operation of phase i. We call the set of these bamboos D (notice that it is possible for `2 to
be equal to `1 , in which case no such node ` exists and D = ∅).
To find `1 and `2 notice that `2 is the the last node of Li−1 for which any two consecutive
nodes preceding `2 correspond to consecutive rates7 , while the predecessor `01 of `1 is the last
node that appears before `2 and such that |H(`01 )| ≥ 2.
We now delete the bamboos in C ∪ D from their respective sets H(`) of Li−1 , create
a new virtual bamboo v by a merge operation on C. Finally, delete from Li−1 all nodes `
whose set H(`) is now empty. We then repeat this procedure from the beginning until Li−1
is empty.
Concerning the time complexity, notice that finding `1 and `2 requires O(k) time, where
k is the number of nodes that precede `2 in Li−1 . Moreover, all the other steps can be
implemented in O(k) time. Therefore, we are able delete k bamboos from Li−1 in O(k) time,
and hence the overall time complexity to delete all bamboos in Li−1 is O(n).
Finally, by keeping track of the sets D, of all the virtual bamboos v generated during the
iterations, and by using the fact that the rates of the virtual bamboos are monotonically
decreasing, it is also possible to build Li in O(n) time.
J
I Lemma 10. The Trimming Oracle O uses O(n) space.
Proof. By Lemma 6 each internal vertex of TO maintains a Trimming Oracle with size
proportional to the number of its children, implying that the overall space required by O
is proportional to the number η of vertices of TO . Since every internal vertex in TO has at
least 2 children, we have that η = O(n).
J
By combing Lemma 7, Lemma 8, Lemma 9, and Lemma 10, we can state the following
theorem that summarizes the result of this section:
I Theorem 11. There is a Trimming Oracle that achieves makespan 2, uses O(n) space,
can be built in O(n log n) time, and can report the next bamboo to trim in O(log n) amortized
time.
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